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a b s t r a c t

Rapid presymptomatic diagnosis of Bacillus anthracis at early stages of infection plays a crucial role in
prompt medical intervention to prevent rapid disease progression and accumulation of lethal levels of
toxin. To detect low levels of the anthrax protective antigen (PA) exotoxin in biological fluids, we have
developed a metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF)–PA assay using a combination of the MEF effect and
microwave-accelerated PA protein surface absorption. The assay is based on a modified version of
our ‘‘rapid catch and signal’’ (RCS) technology previously designed for the ultra-fast and sensitive anal-
ysis of genomic DNA sequences. Technologically, the proposed MEF–PA assay uses standard 96-well
plastic plates modified with silver island films (SiFs) grown within the wells. It is shown that the fluo-
rescent probe, covalently attached to the secondary antibody, plays a crucial role of indicating complex
formation (i.e., shows a strong MEF response to the recognition event). Microwave irradiation rapidly
accelerates PA deposition onto the surface (‘‘rapid catch’’), significantly speeding up the MEF–PA assay
and resulting in a total assay run time of less than 40 min with an analytical sensitivity of less than
1 pg/ml PA.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Bacterial infection typically alters the host’s homeostasis trig-
gering perturbations to various cellular and molecular networks.
Biomarkers indicative of this altered condition can be either path-
ogen- or host-derived. Common targets include measurable genes,
proteins, metabolites, and other indicators associated with immu-
nological, pathological, and/or clinical outcomes [1]. Rapid detec-
tion of these biomarkers at early stages of infection increases the
chances of an accurate diagnosis when the patient is presymptom-
atic, and successful medical intervention can be initiated. This is
particularly critical for the treatment of Bacillus anthracis, the etio-
logical bacterium of anthrax, which is often difficult to diagnose
and spreads rapidly in the patient.

Clinically, anthrax presents with three different pathologies
depending on the route of infection. These are cutaneous anthrax,
typically identified by the appearance of a black eschar on the
skin at the site of infection [2], gastrointestinal anthrax, which
resembles generic food poisoning [3], and inhalational anthrax.
Inhalational is the most serious form of anthrax infection and
ll rights reserved.
initially presents with a nonspecific prodrome resembling the
flu followed by severe respiratory distress, septic shock, and
death [4]. Unfortunately, other conditions present with similar
symptoms, confounding an obvious diagnosis [3]. The ability of
B. anthracis to form an environmentally hardened spore allows
for aerosolized dispersion and has prompted its use as a bioter-
rorism agent [5]. Inhalation of aerosolized spores results in a high
percentage of morbidity and mortality due to the high exposure
and infection potential. If diagnosis and proper medical interven-
tion are not initiated early enough, the infection rapidly pro-
gresses to a point where antibiotic therapy is no longer
effective due to the accumulation of lethal levels of toxin [6,7].
At this stage of the infection, the prognosis is poor; even with
therapeutic intervention, inhalational anthrax has a mortality rate
between 60 and 100% [5,8,9].

Inhalational anthrax involves a complex series of host–patho-
gen interactions. The majority of the inhaled endospores are
immediately ingested by pulmonary phagocytes and subsequently
transported to the bloodstream through the lymphatic channels to
the hilar and tracheobronchial lymph nodes [10–13]. During traf-
ficking to these regional lymph nodes through the bloodstream,
the endospores begin the germination process, resulting in the
production of two exotoxins composed of binary combinations
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of protective antigen (PA)1 and either lethal factor (LF) or edema
factor (EF) [14]. These toxin proteins are analogous to other AB-type
toxins and form lethal toxin (LT), from the combination of LF and
PA, and/or edema toxin (ET), from the combination of EF and PA.
Binding to PA occurs on the cell surface after cleavage and activa-
tion of full-length PA to PA63 by furin [14,15]. The activated PA63
conformer oligomerizes to form a heptamer that binds up to three
molecules of LF, EF, or a mixture of the two [16,17]. The central role
of PA during the intoxication process is further highlighted by its
messenger RNA (mRNA) expression levels, which are reported to
be 4-fold higher than LF and 14-fold higher than EF [18]. Following
endocytosis of the toxin complex and subsequent acidification of
the endosome, the PA63 heptamer inserts into the membrane,
forming a channel through which LF and EF enter the cytosol
[19]. Both toxins serve to disable the immune system. LF, a zinc-
dependent endopeptidase, specifically cleaves mitogen-activated
protein kinase kinases down-regulating both innate and acquired
immune responses, whereas EF, an adenylate cyclase, incapacitates
phagocytes and causes edema through cyclic AMP induction and
accumulation of fluid [20]. The prominence of the PA fraction of
the anthrax tripartite toxin and its elevated expression levels rela-
tive to the other toxin components during pathogenesis make it
an ideal biomarker for diagnostic detection.

Traditional diagnosis of anthrax uses the patient’s history and a
battery of tests that evaluate standard morphological and pheno-
typic properties. These procedures involve culturing blood or cere-
brospinal fluid overnight, followed by multiple hours of
biochemical testing and microscopy [21]. Although definitive, the
isolation of B. anthracis from biological samples is possible only late
in the disease process [22]. Serological diagnosis is also an ac-
cepted technique that is sensitive and specific, but antibody re-
sponses to B. anthracis require between 8 and 12 days to develop
[23]. Attempts to maintain sensitivity while reducing the time be-
tween sample collection and diagnosis have resulted in numerous
genotypic identification methods using polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) or reverse transcription (RT)–PCR amplification to detect an-
thrax-specific DNA or mRNA sequences, respectively [3]. Identifi-
cation of B. anthracis infection has also been demonstrated with
various immunoassays directed against key biomarkers that char-
acterize anthrax, including spore coat antigens and toxins. These
approaches are dependent on target acquisition and identification
through the interaction of multiple antibodies and a chromogenic
substrate [24–26]. Unfortunately, the requirement of a chromo-
genic substrate limits both biomarker resolution and the detection
limit (to �1 ng/ml). For instance, sandwich enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assays (ELISAs) developed for the detection of anthrax
PA exotoxin using monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies achieve
the same lower PA detection limit of approximately 1 ng/ml for a
detection time of more than 4 to 5 h [25,27]. Development of fluo-
rescence-based assays with increased sensitivity, such as immuno-
assay using europium nanoparticles (NPs) [26], fluorescent
covalent microspheres [28], and fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) assay [29], have protein sensitivity in a range from
10 pg/ml to 60 ng/ml and an assay PA detection time of more than
4 to 5 h. Recently reported approaches for anthrax protein toxins,
such as assays based on multiwall carbon nanotube sensors [30]
1 Abbreviations used: PA, protective antigen; LF, lethal factor; EF, edema factor; LT
lethal toxin; ET, edema toxin; mRNA, messenger RNA; PCR, polymerase chain
reaction; RT, reverse transcription; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; NP
nanoparticle; FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer; MALDI–TOF, matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight; MAMEF, microwave-accelerated
metal-enhanced fluorescence; MEF, metal-enhanced fluorescence; FITC, fluorescein
isothiocyanate; IgG, immunoglobulin G; SiF, silver island film; DT, deposition time
OD, optical density; CCD, charge-coupled device; 1�, primary antibody; 2�, secondary
antibody; St–F, streptavidin–FITC; FDTD, finite difference time domain; MW, micro-
wave irradiation; LoD, limit of detection; LLoQ, lower limit of quantitation.
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and on matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight
(MALDI–TOF) mass spectrometry [31], have relatively higher
detection limits of 30 ng/ml and 5 pg/ml, respectively, whereas
detection time, especially for the MALDI–TOF assay, is long and in-
cludes an overnight incubation stage. In essence, currently known
anthrax toxin assays have a broad range of sensitivities and require
multiple time-consuming incubations.

The goal of this study was to develop a PA detection assay that
is both rapid (<1 h) and ultra-sensitive (�pg/ml). These require-
ments regarding the detection time and sensitivity of the assay
are critically important for early diagnosis of the disease and its
successful care.

Direct detection of toxin in biological fluids following its pro-
duction is an ideal approach to diagnosis because it avoids ex-
tended incubations associated with culturing and amplification.
Recent advances in the field of fluorescence spectroscopy have
yielded a new platform technology for fluorescence surface bioas-
says called microwave-accelerated metal-enhanced fluorescence
(MAMEF). This technique reliably detects proteins [32–34] and nu-
cleic acids [35–37] at nanogram levels and below from biological
fluids within seconds. This ultra-fast technology is based on me-
tal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF), a phenomenon that dramatically
enhances chromophores’ emission when in close proximity to sil-
ver NPs [38,39]. MEF is based on the specific coupling of both the
ground and excited state fluorophores with the surface plasmon
electrons of the proximal silver NPs, resulting in enhancement of
emission and typically reducing the excited state lifetime [38,39].

Another component of the MAMEF technology is the use of low-
power microwave irradiation of samples, which increases the rate
of mass transportation and molecular diffusion, resulting in an in-
crease in the analyte detection limit [40,41]. Adaptation of this
sensitive, low-cost, and ultra-fast technique to the detection of
PA during presymptomatic B. anthracis infection may well elimi-
nate the need for multiple diagnostic tests and enable early thera-
peutic intervention.

In this article, we describe and characterize a novel MAMEF–PA
assay that was designed especially for the detection of low levels of
anthrax exotoxin, PA, in solution.
Materials and methods

Silver nitrate (99.9%), sodium hydroxide (99.996%), ammonium
hydroxide (30%), and D-glucose were purchased from Sigma–Al-
drich (USA). Immulon 4 HBX 1 � 12 Strip flat-bottom plates were
purchased from Thermo Scientific (USA).

Recombinant full-length PA (PA83) protein, primary antibody
for PA (IQNPA anti-PA), was supplied by IQ Corporation (Nether-
lands) and has been described previously [42]. Secondary antibody,
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) Pierce Rabbit Anti-Human Immu-
noglobulin G (IgG, FC fragment specific, fluorescein conjugated),
was purchased from Thermo Scientific.

Milk Diluent/Blocking solution was purchased from KPL (USA).
SuperBlock blocking buffer in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
was obtained from Thermo Scientific.
Preparation of SiFs

Preparation of silver island films (SiFs) on the bottom of Immu-
lon 4 HBX plate wells was undertaken using a modified protocol as
described previously [40]. This includes the preparation of a silver-
ing solution. Here 200 ll of sodium hydroxide solution (0.5%, w/v)
is added to 60 ml of AgNO3 (0.83%, w/v) and the solution becomes
brown and cloudy, after which 2 ml of ammonium hydroxide (30%
solution) is added until the solution becomes clear. The solution is
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Fig.1. Experimental setup for the MEF–PA assay. A bitruncated fiber was used both
to deliver the excitation light to the sample and to collect the fluorescence, which
after passing through a Notch filter to remove the 473-nm laser light falls incident
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Fig.2. Photographs of the original Immulon 4 HBX plate (left) and a silvered plate
(SiF plate) (right). The silver DT was varied from 0 to 12 min (from the plate top to
bottom).
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then cooled down on ice to 10 �C, and 15 ml of fresh D-glucose
solution (4.8%, w/v) is added while stirring.

The silvering solution is then loaded into preheated (40 �C)
plate wells for 2 min, followed by cooling on ice for 4 min. The
plate is then placed on a heater (40 �C) for different deposition
times (DTs) from 2 to 12 min. The plate is then washed several
times with deionized water and dried with a stream of nitrogen
gas.

The optical density (OD) spectra (absorption spectra) of SiF
plates were measured using a Cary 50 Bio UV–VIS (ultraviolet–vis-
ible) Spectrophotometer equipped with a 50 MPR Microplate Read-
er (Varian).

Measurements of fluorescence

Fluorescence measurements of the fluorescein-labeled antibody
in plate wells as well as excitation of emission were made by using
a coupled fiber system (Fig. 1) attached to a Fiber Optic CCD
(charge-coupled device) Spectrometer (HD2000) from Ocean Op-
tics (USA). Excitation was undertaken using a 473-nm CW laser
line. Notch and LongPass RazorEdge filters (Semrock, USA) were
used to cut off the excitation light in the detection channel and
to maximize the detection signal.

Attachment of PA to silver-coated Immulon 4 HBX plates

PA at different concentrations was dissolved in 1:20 (v/v) di-
luted milk diluent/blocking solution. Attachment of the PA protein
to SiF plate wells was performed by incubation of PA solution
(80 ll/well) at ambient temperature for 30 min or by microwave
irradiation for different times (5–30 s) in a microwave cavity using
a GE Compact Microwave (model JES735BF, frequency = 2.45 GHz,
power = 700 W). The microwave irradiation power was reduced to
20%, which corresponded to 140 W over the entire cavity. After
incubation (microwave irradiation), plate wells were washed
extensively with deionized water and filled with buffer.

Formation of antibodies/PA complex

In this study, we used two protocols for the antibody attach-
ment to PA.

Protocol 1
Protocol 1 is a commonly used procedure for standard ELISAs

and approaches. It includes the following steps: add the PA sample
into plate wells and incubating for 60 min; wash the wells to re-
move unattached protein; block the unoccupied surface with bo-
vine serum albumin (BSA); add the primary antibody (1�), [anti-
PA] = 50 nM, and incubate for 15 min; the 1� binds to PA; wash
to remove unattached 1�; add secondary antibody (2�), [mouse
anti-human IgG–biotin] = 50 nM, and incubate for 15 min; the 2�
antibody attaches to 1�; wash to remove unattached 2�; add strep-
tavidin–FITC (St–F), [St–F] = 50 nM, and incubate for 15 min; the
St–F binds to biotin-2 complex; wash to remove unattached strep-
tavidin; fill wells with buffer.

Protocol 2
Protocol 2 is a modification of the first protocol and was de-

signed specifically to be much more rapid by reducing the total
number of steps (reagents) used for antibody binding and ‘‘visual-
ization’’ of PA on the surface. After incubating PA/milk (Milk Dilu-
ent/Blocking solution) in the wells as in protocol 1, the surface was
rapidly blocked with SuperBlock solution without incubation; that
is, after loading SuperBlock solution into wells, it was immediately
removed and the wells were refilled. The procedure was repeated
three times. Instead of using the streptavidin–biotin system in this
protocol, we used a fluorescein-labeled secondary antibody. This
omission removes one incubation/washing step, thereby speeding
up the process. Binding of antibodies to the PA on the plate wells’
surface was performed by adding 80 ll of the milk solution con-
taining a 1:1 (mol/mol) preformed complex of the primary and sec-
ondary antibodies (concentration of antibodies = 50 nM). Plates
were incubated at ambient temperature for 30 min.

FDTD numerical simulations

The two-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) sim-
ulations were used to simulate the effect of NP density, which in-
creases during wet deposition of silver on glass slides, with the
favorable effect of increasing the electric field intensity between
the NPs.

For the simulations, the incident far field was defined as a plane
wave with a wave vector that is normal to the injection surface,
and the scattered and total fields were monitored during the sim-
ulation such that the total or scattered transmission could be mea-
sured. The excitation light (473 nm) was incident on the 200-nm
silver NPs from the bottom along the y axis. Two NPs were at-
tached to the glass slide. The distance between two silver NPs
was systematically changed from 70 to 10 nm. Using FDTD Solu-
tions software (Lumerical, Canada), the simulation region was set
to 600 � 600 nm2 with high mesh accuracy. To minimize simula-
tion times and maximize the resolution of visualizing field
enhancement around the metal particles, a mesh override region
was set to 0.1 nm. The overall simulation time was set to 100 fs.

Results and discussion

Physical characterization of SiF plates

Fig. 2 shows photographs of the original and silver-modified
Immulon 4 HBX plates. The silver DT within wells was progres-
sively increased from 0 to 12 min by row but remains constant
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Fig.3. Left: Plasmon resonance absorption band of silver NPs deposited into HBX plate wells (DT = 15 min). Right: Dependence of fluorescein emission on SiF DT. Excitation
was at 473 nm using a CW laser line.
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along the columns to help understand the role of NP density on en-
hanced fluorescence. The change in silver DT changes the silver
NPs’ size and density and subsequently their physical properties
on MEF. In particular, it changes the spectral position of the plas-
mon resonance band, which is a result of the specific change in
the absorption and scattering components of plasmon electrons,
coupling with the far-field incident light [43]. Fig. 3 shows a char-
acteristic plasmon resonance absorption spectrum of SiFs depos-
ited within Immulon 4 HBX plate wells. The magnitude of the
plasmon scattering portion of the extinction spectra increases with
the NPs’ size and density and shifts to the red [38,43]. Fig. 2 (right
panel) clearly demonstrates this physical effect; an increase in sil-
ver DT changes the color of the SiFs’ reflection from gold–yellow
(low DT) to red–gray (greater DT). The color of the SiFs along each
row is identical and corresponds to the constant silver DT.

We also characterized the MEF-enhancing property of the SiF
wells using standard solutions of fluorescein [43,44]. Fig. 3 (right
panel) shows the dependence of the MEF effect (i.e., the ratio of
fluorescence intensity measured in the SiF plate well as compared
with the intensity of the dye from the original nonsilvered [con-
trol] wells). The dependence is nonlinear. The observed MEF effect
increases from the onset of deposition, reaching a maximum MEF
value of approximately 8 for DT >10 min. A further increase in
DT leads to a decline in the MEF enhancement factor. We attribute
the decrease in the MEF effect at DT >35 min by the formation of a
continuous metal film on the well bottom and the subsequent dis-
appearance of NPs, which are critical for the MEF effect [43].

For assay development, we subsequently used DTs optimized
for the maximum MEF effect and to subsequently maximize the
fluorescence enhancement of the fluorescein-labeled antibody.

Origin of MEF enhancement of the PA–antibody dye emission and the
MEF effect optimization for Immulon 4 HBX SiF plates

The PA protein effectively binds to the high protein capacity
hydrophilic resin that covers the surface of the Immulon 4 HBX
plate well bottom. This property of PA can be readily used for its
detection using standard ELISA approaches, using horseradish per-
oxidase (HRP)-based chemiluminescence approaches [45], or (in
our case) using a fluorescein-labeled biotin–streptavidin system
(i.e., using a fluorescence signal).

To study the effect of silver NPs on the fluorescence signal, we
initially used the standard ELISA (see protocol 1 in Materials and
Methods) based on a fluorescein-labeled streptavidin–biotin sys-
tem. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the fluorescence signal on silver
DT. At DT <6 min, the fluorescence signal is low and even decreases
slightly with a reduction in DT. An increase at DT >7 min exhibits a
sharp rise in fluorescence, which approaches saturation at DT
>10 min. Interestingly, the dependences of the MEF effect on silver
DT for fluorescein in solution and for that attached to the surface
are similar (Fig. 3 [right panel] and Fig. 4), reflecting the generic
near-field enhancing properties of MEF. In the case of fluorescein at-
tached to the surface protein complex, the MEF effect shows strong
dependence on the silver NPs’ size and density, both of which in-
crease on an increase in DT. In addition, the result shows that PA
preferentially binds to the hydrophilic resin, which covers the well
bottom, but not to the deposited SiFs. In this case, the deposition of
NPs decreases the surface area available for PA binding. Subse-
quently, in the absence of a compensating strong MEF effect, one
would expect this to lead to a decrease in the signal. To understand
this change in MEF, which is known to depend strongly on near-field
(electric field) distribution and intensity, we performed theoretical
FDTD simulations of the system.

Fig. 5 shows the results of FDTD simulations of the near field for
the progressive change of SiFs’ density on a glass surface, a model
system for our wells. At large interparticle distance (low SiFs’ den-
sity), the near-field intensity around NPs is low at approximately
20 a.u. (note that incident far-field intensity is an arbitrary 1.0).
The intensity increases nearly 10-fold (the intensity of the near-
field at D = 10 nm is �200 a.u.) on a decrease in the interparticle
distance. A remarkable localized enhancement of the electric near
field is a result of the resonance interaction between the plasmon
systems of two adjacent silver NPs. The change in the near-field
intensity is nonlinear, is observed only on quite short interparticle
distances (<30 nm), and correlates well with the fluorescence
enhancement shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the total enhancement
of fluorescence could be considered as a superposition of at least
two effects, enhanced absorption and enhanced emission: coupling
of a dye with NP surface plasmons (i.e., resonance interaction be-
tween electronic systems of a chromophore and an NP) (enhanced
emission) and the enhanced intensity of the near field between the
NPs (i.e., the field that forms the spacial distribution of high-fre-
quency energy in the interparticle space that interacts with oscil-
lating electronic system of proximal chromophores [38])
(enhanced absorption). It should be noted that the role of the
near-field intensity and spacial distribution (volume) in the MEF
effect was recently theoretically postulated and experimentally
verified by our laboratory [44].

Based on these optimized surface properties for MEF, we subse-
quently proposed an MEF–PA assay system that is optimized for
MEF (Fig. 6).

MEF of the PA–antibody–fluorescein system observed in SiF well plates

To characterize the magnitude of the MEF effect in SiF well
plates for the MEF–PA assay, we compared fluorescence signals
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from SiF plates and control plates (i.e., plates containing no silver).
Fig. 7 shows the MEF effect calculated as the ratio of the fluores-
cence signal of the fluorescein-labeled PA–antibody complex
formed in SiF plates to the fluorescence signal from the control
samples prepared in original nonsilvered Immulon plates. A de-
crease in the enhancement factor at larger loading concentrations
of PA, >1 nM (>80 lg/ml), was evident and could be explained by
self-quenching of the fluorophores due to fluorescence resonant
energy transfer (homo-FRET) between identical labels. Homo-FRET
increases with a decrease in the distance between fluorophores
Fig.5. FDTD simulations of the near field for the progressive change of SiF NPs’ density (ra
the NPs); the white arrow shows the direction of the incident light (473 nm). The intensi
interparticle distance (D). D is the distance between the surfaces of two silver NPs that
and, subsequently, with an increase in protein density on the
surface.

The magnitude of the MEF effect for the limited range of loaded
PA concentrations is approximately 20. This value of the MEF effect
reflects the ratio of intensities measured from the surfaces (sample
and control) of equal area (i.e., reflects not only the ‘‘real’’ MEF ef-
fect but also the difference in the amount of the labeled protein
complexes attached to the surface). At silver DT = 10 to 15 min,
the approximate OD of SiF wells at 473 nm (wavelength of excita-
tion) is 1.0 to 1.3. If we assume that the cross section of NP absorp-
tion is close to the NPs’ size (diameter), one can estimate the
fraction of NPs’ free area as ffree = 10�OD, which is approximately
5 to 10% of the total surface area. As we have shown, the PA protein
binds preferentially to the hydrophilic surface of the well resin, and
one can suggest that the amount of PA attached to the SiF surface is
10- to 20-fold less as compared with the nonsilvered surface. In
that case, we can correct the observed MEF value, which would
correspond to an equal amount of dye-labeled complex on the
dius = 100 nm). Two NPs are attached to the glass slide (a glass slide is on the top of
ty of the near field increases from approximately 20 to 200 a.u. on a decrease in the
changes on SiF DT.
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surface. Subsequently, we estimate an enhancement factor in the
range of 200- to 400-fold.
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Fig.10. Flow diagram of MEF–PA assay sequential procedures. 2�-F, secondary
antibody labeled with fluorescein.
Characterization of the ultra-sensitive rapid MEF–PA assay

Fig. 8 demonstrates the kinetics of PA attachment to the Immu-
lon plate wells covered with silver NPs. The incubation time of PA
changed from 5 to 40 min, followed by washing the wells and then
proceeding to follow protocol 2 (see Materials and Methods). The
dependence of the fluorescence signal on incubation time shows
that the attachment of PA to well bottoms approaches saturation
at an incubation time longer than 20 min.

Microwave irradiation (MW) of the plates filled with the PA
solution significantly accelerates the protein absorption to the sur-
face. Fig. 9 shows the kinetics of microwave-accelerated attach-
ment of PA to the SiF wells. Measurements were undertaken at
the same conditions as undertaken without MW, as shown in
Fig. 8. The magnitude of the fluorescence signal collected from
the wells reaches the same saturated value (F = 6500 a.u.) but in
20 to 30 s (i.e., the process is accelerated �60-fold as compared
with non-MW conditions).

The flow diagram for the rapid MEF–PA assay protocol is shown
in Fig. 10. The total time of the assay, including microwave-accel-
erated absorption of PA on the surface, is less than 40 min. Using
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Fig.8. Room temperature kinetics of PA attachment to the SiF well Immulon plate
surface.
this protocol, we measured the MEF–PA assay sensitivity in the
SiF plates using different loading concentrations of PA (from
10 ng/ml to 0.01 pg/ml) and the control (no PA in the samples)
(Fig. 11). The MEF–PA assay demonstrates extremely high sensitiv-
ity to PA—approaching the pg/ml level. Fluorescence readings from
the plates can be reliably registered, even for the PA loading con-
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Fig.11. PA assay sensitivity curves measured in SiF plates. Fluorescence for the PA
samples and control (no PA) was measured in SiF plates. LoD = mean fluores-
cence + 3� standard deviation (dashed line); LLoQ = 10� standard deviation
(dashed–dotted line).
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centration of 0.1 pg/ml. We calculated the limit of detection (LoD)
and lower limit of quantitation (LLoQ) for PA; the LoD is 0.1 pg/ml,
and the LLoQ is 1 pg/ml. Taking into account that the loading vol-
ume of the PA solution (1 pg/ml) is 80 ll, one can estimate the
number of protein molecules in one well as n = NA � [PA] � V = 106,
where NA is Avagadro’s number. Consequently, the MEF–PA assay
is sensitive to approximately 1 million PA molecules in our SiF
plate well. This suggests that, as shown in Fig. 11, our analytical
sensitivity is better than 1 pg/ml.

Conclusions

In this article, we have described an ultra-sensitive and rapid
MEF–PA assay based on both enhancement of the fluorescence sig-
nal by silver NPs (SiFs) and microwave-accelerated absorption of a
protein onto a surface. Our designed ‘‘rapid catch and signal’’ (RCS)
technology for the PA protein can potentially be used for other pro-
tein antigens, as well as toxins, by simply changing the capture
antibody. Our approach allows the possibility of detecting PA at
high sensitivity in less than 40 min.
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